The top panel of Table 1 shows summary statistics for Chilean imports. On average, 58% of all Chilean imports are done by manufacturers or service providers. Wholesalers account for 35% and retailers for 6% of Chilean imports. Typical importers that are either manufacturers or service providers buy from 3.2 countries, 11.9 di¤erent HS8-classi…ed products, and 3.9 di¤erent HS2-classi…ed products per year. In contrast, importers that are wholesalers buy from 3.6 countries, 18.1 di¤erent HS8-classi…ed products, and 5.2 di¤erent HS2-classi…ed products. Retailers buy from fewer countries but buy slightly more products.
[Insert Table 1] The bottom panel of the same table shows similar statistics for Chilean imports from Argentina. Almost 70% of Chilean imports from Argentina are done by manufacturers or service providers, while wholesalers and retailers account for 24% and 8% respectively. On average, manufacturers and service providers trade with 4.9 Argentine exporters per year, while wholesalers trade with 6 and retailers trade with 8.8 exporters.
Trade and Intermediation Facts
A fact that features prominently in Blum, Claro and Horstmann is that, for trade between Chilean exporters and Colombian importers, there are virtually no cases in which small (worldwide) exporters match with small (worldwide) importers. In addition, small exporters typically sell to one, large Colombian importer. These same facts are found in the matched
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Chile-Argentina data. Speci…cally, we see from Figure 1 below that, while there are many Argentine exporters that sell small amount to Chile and to the world, virtually none of them sell to small worldwide Chilean importers.
[Insert Fig, 1] We also see from Table 2 that more than 50 percent of Argentinian exporters match with a single Chilean importer and these exporters are the small exporters.
[Insert Table 2] We can summarize these results as:
FACT 1: Small exporters from Argentina match typically with one large Chilean importer.
As discussed in Blum, Claro and Horstmann, if one thinks of trading costs as arising from the cost of either the seller identifying a foreign customer or a customer identifying a foreign seller, these facts suggest that a large trading agent is more easily identi…ed (and matched with) than a small trading agent. In essence, trading / matching costs are declining in the volume of trade in which an agent engages. Trade intermediaries -wholesalers and retailers -become large trading agents by consolidating the exports of a number of small, as well as a few large, exporters.
In addition to structuring the costs of matching and trading, modelers also must structure the technology of intermediation. One might imagine two scenarios, one in which intermediaries specialize in a narrow range of products and become large by importing these products from many countries and one in which the intermediary specializes in a small number of countries and becomes large by importing some number of di¤erent products from these countries. The former case would imply low cross-country matching costs but high crossproduct matching costs while the latter implies high cross-country matching costs. The nature of the cross-product matching costs depends on the number of distinct products the intermediary carries.
To examine this issue, we look at both the average number of countries from which Chilean intermediaries import and the average number of products (HS8, HS6 and HS2) imported. Table 3 below provides this information for importers of di¤erent sizes, as measured by total worldwide imports. Examining the top panel of Table 3 , we see both for wholesalers and retailers that even importers in the 75th to 90th percentile in terms of import value obtain over 70 percent of that value from 1 country and almost 90 percent from two countries. Even intermediaries in the top 1 percent of the distribution, and that import from on average more than 15 countries, obtain approximately 60 percent of import value from 1 country and 75 percent from two countries. Overwhelmingly, then, the evidence is that, except for the absolute largest ones, intermediaries import from a small number of countries. Virtually all intermediaries, including the largest ones, obtain the vast majority of their imports from one or two countries.
[Insert Table 3] In terms of product specialization, the bottom panel of Table 3 shows that even the smallest intermediaries import, on average, two di¤erent HS2 products. Those intermediaries What we don't see in the data are intermediaries that specialize in small value products that they import from many countries. This pattern suggests that cross-country matching costs are signi…cant. Instead, we see intermediaries specializing in countries, obtaining the vast majority of their import value from at most 1 or 2 countries. Within this pattern, we also see considerable specialization in products; that is, upon specializing in countries, intermediaries achieve size via one or two large import value HS6 codes. At the same time, these intermediaries carry, in total, large number of products -even the smallest intermediaries carry, on average, two HS2 codes while the largest intermediaries carry many HS codes.
To summarize, we have:
FACT 2: Import intermediaries specialize in countries, with, on average, 75% to 95% of imports coming from 2 countries. These intermediaries achieve scale by importing a small number of large volume HS6 codes; at the same time, intermediaries import a large total number of HS6 codes.
Exploiting the panel nature of the data, we can also follow small intermediaries that grow over time and see how they achieve their growth. In this way we can provide additional evidence regarding specialization and size. The results are provided in Table 4 Of these continuing importers, 36 moved from the …rst to third quartile of the import value distribution. These 36 …rms'import value grew to roughly US$247,000 on average and they imported 18 HS6 codes from 3 countries. For 42 percent of these …rms, the country that represented the main source of import value in 2005 is no longer the main source of import value in 2006. Two things stand out as noteworthy. First, as above, these 36 …rms continued to specialize in a relatively small number of countries, 3.2, but added a signi…cant number of HS6 codes, 18. Second, there is evidence of these intermediaries searching for high import value countries -the number of importing countries rose from 1.3 to 3.2 and 42 percent of wholesalers switch the top import value country.
[Insert Table 4] The right-hand column of Table 4 On average, these …rms imported from 3.9 countries and 26 percent of saw a switch in the values, on average of US$416,00. For these wholesalers, on average, the number of countries from which they imported declined to 2 and none of them saw a switch in the top import value country. The contrast here is startlingly. The wholesalers that transitioned to the top quartile found a large import source -there were no top country switches-and grew with that source. They pared out a country and added HS6 codes. Those that failed to grow added a country and saw switches in the top import source. They added very few extra HS6 codes. These …rms appear to be still searching for a country to generate import value growth. In common parlance, these …rms are still …shing for a successful country match.
We can summarize these results as:
FACT 3: For wholesalers, initial growth in total import value occurs by adding countries and features switches in the highest value import country. Additional growth occurs by pruning countries and growing with the previous highest value import country. In both instances, wholesaler growth features signi…cant increases in the number of HS6 codes.
These …ndings con…rm the previous …ndings on country specialization. In addition, they suggest that there is a non-trivial amount of cross-country search involved in becoming a large intermediary. Table 5 provides a similar analysis for within country growth using the matched ChileArgentina data. Here the question is how a Chilean wholesaler achieve import growth from Argentina. We see here a pattern that is similar to the across-country pattern. Speci…cally, we see that small wholesalers grow initially by matching with more …rms and often switching the …rm that is the top import source. Wholesalers that fail to achieve additional growth continue to search for an "export champion". Those that achieve further growth do so by growing with the same top import source …rm.
[Insert Table 5] In summary, we have at the country level:
FACT 4: For wholesalers, initial growth in import value from Argentina occurs by adding …rm matches and features signi…cant amounts of switches in the highest value import …rm.
Additional growth occurs by growing with the previous highest value export …rm. Firms that fail to grow continue to see signi…cant amounts of switches in the highest value import …rm. Finally, the above facts all suggest that, if any intermediary either imports from small exporting countries or imports products having small export values, it will be the large intermediaries. To test this hypothesis, we …rst identify, for each country from which any Chilean …rm imports, the smallest Chilean …rm, based on worldwide imports, that imports from this country. We then plot this smallest import …rm size, in logs, against total import value, also in logs, from the paired country. This plot is reported in Figure 2 . We see that the countries with the smallest import values are paired with the large import …rms. The top panel of Table 6 provides regression results con…rming this conclusion. From column 1 of the table, we see that a one log point increase in trade value from a country results in a .82 log point decrease in the size of the smallest Chilean …rm importing from that country.
The conclusion is that, if an intermediary imports goods from a small, to Chile, importing country, this intermediary is large.
[Insert Figure 2 and Table 6] Since Both the plot and the regression results include all importing …rms, intermediaries and manufacturers, we cannot conclude from the above that intermediaries, in fact, are importing from the small countries. To examine this question, Figure 3 shows, for each country, the share of imports undertaken by Chilean intermediaries. We see that, for some small countries, intermediaries account for all imports; for others, intermediaries account for none of the imports. In general, we see that intermediaries account for a signi…cant share of the imports from small countries and that this share declines as the value of imports from the country increase. The regression results in column 3 of the top panel of Table 6 con…rm this fact. We see that, on average, intermediaries account for 50 percent of the smallest country imports and that this share declines as country size increases. Together, these two results con…rm that, for small (to Chile) export countries, imports are undertaken by large …rms and that a signi…cant fraction of these …rms are import intermediaries.
[Insert Figure 3] We examine similar plots for HS6 codes. Now, for each HS6 product imported into Chile, we identify the smallest Chilean …rm that imports this product. We then plot, for each HS6 product, the size of the smallest import …rm against the value of imports of the paired product. This plot is reported in Figure 4 . Again we see that the products having the
smallest import values to Chile are imported by very large …rms. Figure 5 gives the share plot for these HS6 codes. Again we see that the products with the smallest import value are imported by large …rms and that a signi…cant fraction of these …rms are intermediaries. The bottom panel of Table 6 provides the associated regression results for HS6 codes.
[Insert Figure 4 and Figure 5 ] Together, these results give us our …nal fact.
FACT 5: The countries that sell the least value to Chile are imported by large Chilean …rms, a signi…cant fraction of which are intermediaries. The same is true for products (at the HS6 level) that sell the least to Chile.
In essence, we have that the large intermediaries play a signi…cant role in facilitating trade in low volume products and from low volume countries. This fact is important. It suggests that growth in the intermediation sector gives consumers access to products and countries that they would otherwise not be able to access. In this sense, a large intermediation sector is crucial if consumers are to have access to "niche" foreign products. Looked at the other way, a large intermediation sector facilitates trade for small traders, small products and small exporting countries.
Conclusion
We …nd that …rms with small amounts of worldwide exports invariably match with an importer that is a large world wide importer. This importer may be an intermediary or a manufacturer. Focussing on import intermediaries, we …nd that intermediaries become large by matching with a few large sellers located in one or two countries and buying a few large import products. At the same time we …nd that, having achieved signi…cant size, the large intermediaries are the source of imports for both small import value countries and small import value products. 
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